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BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVE
The propofol is a lipophilic drug manufactured as a lipid emulsion

risk of emulsion breaking and raises the possibility of infusing

lead to fat pulmonary embolism and serious injury for patient health

The objective of the study was to assess the physical compatibility

anaesthesiology, in order to give validated recommendations to clinicians

DESIGN
Drugs frequently used in anaesthesiology and at risk of

breaking an emulsion were selected. They were statically mixedbreaking an emulsion were selected. They were statically mixed

in usual concentrations in a proportion of 1:1 with propofol

emulsion (Disoprivan®) during 120 min.

Samples were analyzed at 0, 60, and 120 min.

Compatibility evaluation included:

•globule-size analysis with the Master-Sizer S long bed

(N=10/drugs)

•zeta potential measurement with the Zetasizer 3000HSa

(N=10/drugs)

•pH determination (N=3/drugs)

•visual inspection by microscope (N=3/drugs)

A scoring system was developed to classify drugs in 4 grades

according to the results in the 4 evaluations:

•compatible

•probably compatible

•Each evaluation provides a maximum number of points (10

for globule size/zeta potential and 3 for pH/appearance)

related to their relevance to report the incompatibility

ability to break the emulsion. The number of points

correspond to the number of samples in which a change

was observed in comparison to propofol alone:

•Size increase (>5um) for the size globule evaluation

•Zeta potential increase (>0) for the zeta potential

evaluation

•probably incompatible

•incompatible

evaluation

•pH diminution (<3.5) for the pH evaluation

•Globule size visually increasing for the appearance

evaluation

A pH titration curve was established to determine the propofol

emulsion sensitivity to pH variation (Zetasizer nano ZS).

Fig 1. pH titration graph and isoeletric point determination 
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emulsion. The concomitant administration of intravenous drugs induces a

large lipid droplets in the patient bloodstream. This situation might

health.

compatibility of propofol emulsion with 33 drugs commonly co-administered in

clinicians.

RESULTS

Fig 2. Global results with quotation of (in)compatibility with propofol emulsion 

CONCLUSIONS
The risk of emulsion breaking has been confirmed,

especially with acidic drugs. Recommendations regarding

the possibility to co-administer tested drugs with propofol

can be given, and only drugs classified as compatible or

probably compatible should be infused on the same

administration line.
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